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This index consolidates and updates the Subject Index to the Journal of the Historical Society of South Australia Nos 1 - 20 (1974 [sic] - 1992) which appeared in the 1993 Journal and its successors for Nos 21 - 25 (1998 Journal) and 26 - 30 (2003 Journal). In the latter index new headings for Gardens, Forestry, Place Names and Utilities were added and some associated reindexing of the entire index database was therefore undertaken. The indexing of a few other entries was also improved, as has occurred with this latest updating, in which Heritage Conservation and Imperial Relations are new headings while Death Rituals has been subsumed into Folklife.

The index has certain limitations of design. It uses a limited number of, and in many instances relatively broad, subject headings. It indexes only the main subjects of each article, judged primarily from the title, and does not index the contents – although Biography and Places have subheadings. Authors and titles are not separately indexed, but they do comprise separate fields in the index database. Hence author and title indexes could be included in future published indexes if required.

Titles are cited as they appear at the head of each article. Occasionally a note in square brackets has been added to clarify or amplify a title. The following items are excluded: Presidents reports on the Societys activities, book reviews (but not review articles) and advertisements.

Within each subject items are arranged alphabetically by author and by title when there is more than one article by the same author. There are two exceptions. Within the subject Biography items are indexed by the subjects surname and collective biographies are grouped at the beginning. Within the subject Places general and regional items are found at the beginning with other items indexed by specific place names.

**Bold numerals** indicate Journal volume number.
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Aborigines

Austin T
First False Start in Capricornia: Herbert Basedow, Northern Territory Chief Protector of Aborigines
17 pp 112-123

Clyne R
At war with the natives: from the Coorong to the Rufus, 1841
9 pp 91-110

Foster R
‘endless trouble and agitation’: Aboriginal Activism in the Protectionist Era
28 pp 15-27

Jones P
Collections and Curators: South Australian Museum Anthropology from the 1860s to the 1920s
16 pp 87-103

Monteath P
Erhard Eylmann in South Australia
41 pp 89-103

Moore P
Fatal Letter: Robert Torrens and native title
40 pp 27-40

Pretty G L
Australian History at Roonka
14 pp 107-122

Seaman K
Florence Nightingale and the Australian Aborigines
20 pp 90-96

Seaman K
The Press and the Aborigines: South Australia’s First Thirty Years
18 pp 28-36

Steiner M
Matthew Moorhouse: a controversial colonist
31 pp 55-68

Tregenza J
Two notable portraits of South Australian Aborigines
12 pp 22-31

Animals

Brooks G
Fatal Horse Accidents, 1896
16 pp 168-172

Callen J
Reminiscences of the South Australian Horse Trade
23 pp 108-116

Heathcote G
Horses for India from the Northern Territory: The South Australian Government’s Involvement
21 pp 120-135

Warburton E
Price Maurice’s Angora Goats
4 pp 76-85

Archives

Fischer G L
The South Australian Archives Department: its founders and contribution to South Australian historical studies 1920-1960
13 pp 5-29

Bibliography

Dare R
22 pp 137-140

Elliott B
4 pp 93-102

Round K
The Celebration of the Past in South Australia, 1836 to 1920
25 pp 5-17

Samuels B
South Australian Local Histories, 1836-1920
15 pp 124-129

Agriculture

Dyer S
Farm Relief in South Australia during the Great Depression
2 pp 64-75
Biography

**Edgeloe VA**
17 pp 134-151

**Fischer G L**
The South Australian Archives Department: its founders and contribution to South Australian historical studies 1920-1960
13 pp 5-29

**Howell P A**
More Varieties of Vice-Regal Life
9 pp 1-53

**Howell P A**
Pursuing Further Varieties of Vice-Regal Life
17 pp 78-87

**Howell P A**
Saints or Scoundrels? A re-appraisal of some notable South Australians, with reflections on related issues
7 pp 3-23

**Howell P A**
Varieties of Vice-Regal Life with special reference to the constitutional role of the governors of South Australia, 1890-1927
3 pp 15-48

**Jones P**
Collections and Curators: South Australian Museum Anthropology from the 1860s to the 1920s
16 pp 87-103

**Loughlin G**
Queens Counsel in the South Australian Legal Profession
8 pp 31-52

**Playford J**
Making Gum Saplings Resemble English Oaks: Burkes Colonial Gentry (1891-1895)
18 pp 75-82

**Tregenza J**
Two notable portraits of South Australian Aborigines
12 pp 22-31

**Williams E**
Living in Two Worlds: Mid-North Pastoralists and their Families in the 1860s
1 pp 18-23

**Biography - Anderson**
**Deacon D**
Outlaw Fan: Judith Anderson, international star, grows up in Adelaide
40 pp 66-80

**Biography - Angas**
**Linn R**
George Fife Angas: On Mining Operations
6 pp 55-66

**Biography - Baker**
**van den Hoorn R**
Richard Chaffey Baker: A South Australian Conservative and the Federal Conventions of 1891 and 1897-98
7 pp 24-45

**Biography - Basedow**
**Austin T**
First False Start in Capricornia: Herbert Basedow, Northern Territory Chief Protector of Aborigines
17 pp 112-123

**Biography - Beare**
**Edgeloe V A**
Three early Adelaide graduates of distinction [T H Beare 1859-1940, C C Farr, R L Robinson]
12 pp 76-89

**Biography - Becker**
**Howell P A**
The Adelaide College of Music and its Founder [J E Becker]
20 pp 5-37

**Biography - Benham**
**Geddes A & Hammond M**
Agnes Nesbit Benham: Sexual Reform and Socialism in Adelaide
15 pp 110-123
Biography - Buckley

Gleeson D J
Hannah Buckley: South Australia’s first Catholic social worker
36 pp 91-100

Biography - Campbell

Scarfe J
One South Australian Family’s Experience of World War Two: the Campbells of Anlaby
37 pp 76-97

Biography - Carey

Samuels B
Clive Carey and the Folk Song and Dance Society of South Australia: an update
38 pp 118-123

Biography - Casey

Bridge C
R G Casey’s contribution to Australian war policy, 1939 to 1942: some myths
9 pp 80-90

Biography - Castles

Williams J & Castles J
Obituary: Alexander Cuthbert Castles
32 pp 113-114

Biography - Cavanagh

Saunders M
Playford, Cavanagh, and the Plasterers Society of South Australia 1945-63
32 pp 95-109

Biography - Cawthorne

Brice I
Reluctant Schoolmaster in a Voluntarist Colony: William Cawthorne’s Diary, 1842-44
25 pp 80-93

Biography - Clark

Southcott J
Now the Labourer’s Task is O’er: Alexander Clark and the foundation of school music in South Australia
30 pp 24-38

Biography - Clucas

Badger C
Three South Australian Librarians: Some Personal Recollections [H R Purnell, R J M Clucas, W H Ifould]
20 pp 105-124

Biography - Condon

Trethewey L
Obituary: Brian Condon
34 pp 97-98

Biography - Congreve

Barker E
Who was ‘Little Jacob’? [Miss Emily Congreve]
18 pp 83-93

Wall B
A Grand Old Pioneer: Henry John Congreve 1829-1918
24 pp 58-71

Biography - Cooke

Edgeloe V A
Four Nineteenth Century Graduates [W E Cooke, W G Duffield, W Kingsmill & F W Young]
14 pp 137-148

Biography - Cornish

Jones D
20th Century Landscape Design in Adelaide: Three Significant Designers [E M Cornish, R S Hill & A Correy]
25 pp 35-57

Biography - Correy

Jones D
20th Century Landscape Design in Adelaide: Three Significant Designers [E M Cornish, R S Hill & A Correy]
25 pp 35-57

Biography - Cresswell

Babkenian V
A Humanitarian Journey: the Reverend James Edwin Cresswell and the Armenian Relief Fund
37 pp 61-75

Biography - Crocker

Gibbs R
Sir Walter Crocker, KBE Diplomat and Australian Ambassador
30 pp 39-41

Gibbs R M
Sir Walter Russell Crocker KBE 1902-2002
31 pp 96-111
Biography - Davidson

Allen M
The Author’s Daughter, the Professor’s Wife – Harriet Miller Davidson
27 pp 103-124

Biography - Day

Crisp L F
John Medway Day: A South Australian who in 1893 went east, not west
9 pp 111-117

Biography - Debney

Warburton E
Ellie [Mrs G R Debney]
7 pp 62-69

Biography - Dennis

Butters P
‘Where a youth dreamed dreams’: C J Dennis’s early days in South Australia
34 pp 26-38

Biography - Dowie

Hein J
A Crisis of Leadership: John Alexander Dowie and the Salvation Army in South Australia
39 pp 65-77

Biography - Downer

Bannon J C
The Knight of the Realm and the Friend of Labor: the contrasting careers of Sir John Downer and Charles Kingston
36 pp 8-23

Biography - Dreysigg

Healey J
Putting Some Flesh on the Bones: Max Dreyssg 1850-1913
26 pp 21-38

Biography - Duffield

Edgeloe V A
Four Nineteenth Century Graduates [W E Cooke, W G Duffield, W Kingsmill & F W Young]
14 pp 137-148

Biography - Duncan

Gifford P
Dr Handasyde Duncan
13 pp 91-99

Biography - Dunstan

Hodge D
Social Justice for Homosexual Citizens: assessing Don Dunstan’s advocacy work 1979-1999
40 pp 117-128

Biography - Dwight

Jones D
Of ‘weeds and worms’: the role of John Dwight in advancing gardening in South Australia
31 pp 36-46

Biography - Edwards

Chamberlain R R St C
Rex v Edwards: Comment
11 pp 125

Chamberlain R R St C
Rex v Edwards: Comments
9 pp 118-120

Edgar S
Rex v Edwards: Comments
10 pp 111-116

Sumerling P
Bert Edwards and the West Adelaide Football Club
36 pp 58-68

Watts D
Rex v Edwards: Comments
10 pp 117-121

Biography - Ellenby

Langmead D
Will the real Bill Ellenby please stand up?
30 pp 67-80

Biography - Eylmann

Monteath P
Erhard Eylmann in South Australia
41 pp 89-103

Biography - Eyre

Mann D
Still Seeking Edward John Eyre: a re-examination of the role of E J Eyre in South Australian history
38 pp 9-24

Biography - Fantin

Nursey-Bray P
Anti-Fascism and Internment: The Case of Francesco Fantin
17 pp 88-111
Biography - Farr
Edgeloe V A
Three early Adelaide graduates of distinction
[T H Beare 1859-1940, C C Farr, R L Robinson]
12 pp 76-89

Biography - Fawcett
Campbell R
‘The Anxieties and Miseries of Settling in a Strange Colony’: the emigration experiences of Jane and Thomas Fawcett
32 pp 19-29

Biography - Fergusson
Scarfe J
Edith Fergusson: churchwoman, philanthropist and Governor’s lady
11 pp 65-91

Biography - Finnis
Dawes S C
Captain John Finnis. The expansion of the pastoral industry in South Australia
12 pp 90-103

Biography - Flinders
Monteath P
The making of Matthew Flinders
30 pp 42-51

Biography - Giannoni
O’Connor D
From Crewman to Cabbie: A Profile of the First Italian Settler in South Australia
19 pp 8-25

Biography - Gould
Dawes S
John Gould: Travels and Faunal Collections in South Australia
19 pp 78-107

Biography - Hack
Nicol R
In Search of Meaning: The Extraordinary Travels of Wilton Hack
28 pp 62-69

Biography - Hackett
Peoples J
Miss Patricia Hackett
25 pp 132-144

Biography - Hamilton
Love J
George Hamilton (1812-1883): midshipman, overlander, police commissioner, lithographer, artist, poet, author
33 pp 102-112

Biography - Hammond
Bott B
Octavius Hammond of Poonindie: medical practitioner and priest
37 pp 22-40

Biography - Hancock
Badger C
Sir Keith Hancock: A Tribute from a Grateful Pupil
18 pp 18-27

Biography - Henderson
Edwards P G
Dr Walter Henderson – A South Australian in charge of an Australian Foreign Office, 1924-1930
11 pp 3-14

Biography - Hill
Butters P
Fidelia Hill and ‘our New Colony’
23 pp 51-69

Jones D
20th Century Landscape Design in Adelaide: Three Significant Designers [E M Cornish, R S Hill & A Correy]
25 pp 35-57

Biography - Hillier
Whitehead K
‘MRS. HILLIER begs to inform … the Public of Adelaide that she has opened a SCHOOL’: education in the early years of settlement in South Australia
42 pp 111-121

Biography - Hurren
Stacy B
‘A Mad Scramble’: Frank Emery Hurren, consulting structural engineer
33 pp 87-101
Biography - Ifould
Badger C
Three South Australian Librarians: Some Personal Recollections [H R Purnell, R J M Clucas, W H Ifould]
20 pp 105-124

Biography - Ilbery
Ilbery I
Canton to Gawler in 1839 with a Hanoverian Consul: an ‘English’ schoolboy in the outback
33 pp 56-70

Biography - Jacob
Tolley J H
Stewed Cockatoo and a Glass of Grenache: an investigation of some women in the wine industry of the Barossa Valley 1839-2003
32 pp 82-94

Biography - Jauncey
Edgeloe V A
Three More Early Graduates of Distinction [R D Kleeman, G E M Jauncey, F E Williams]
13 pp 100-110

Biography - Jefferis
Hilliard D
22 pp 135-137

Biography - Keynes
Linn R (ed)
Scenes of Early South Australia: the letters of Joseph Keynes of Keyneton 1839-1843
10 pp 44-60

Biography - Kingsmill
Edgeloe V A
Four Nineteenth Century Graduates [W E Cooke, W G Duffield, W Kingsmill & F W Young]
14 pp 137-148

Biography - Kingston
Bannon J C
The Knight of the Realm and the Friend of Labor: the contrasting careers of Sir John Downer and Charles Kingston
36 pp 8-23

Biography - Kleeman
Edgeloe V A
Three More Early Graduates of Distinction [R D Kleeman, G E M Jauncey, F E Williams]
13 pp 100-110

Biography - Leschen
Daly J A
Adolph Leschen: the ‘Father of Gymnastics’ in South Australia
10 pp 92-98

Biography - Light
Tregenza J
Colonel Light’s ‘Theberton Cottage’ and His Legacy to Maria Gandy: a Reconsideration of the Evidence
17 pp 5-24

Biography - Lyon
Truran J
T H Lyon and his Adelaide Architectural Work
21 pp 49-71

Biography - MacDonnell
Munyard A
Governor MacDonnell and the Transition to Responsible Government in South Australia
5 pp 41-65

Biography - Maclaine
Abell L & Knight R
‘So Like Home’: Angus Maclaine (1799-1877) sheep farmer and sojourner in South Australia
33 pp 40-55

Biography - Martin
White A
The Servant’s Wages: Malacky Martin and the Salt Creek Murder
23 pp 36-50

Biography - Milne
Fletcher P L
An Adelaide Woman of Interest: Agnes Milne, Inspector of Factories, 1896-1906
15 pp 54-64

Biography - Moore
Kleing M
‘Mrs. Moore is most energetic and devoted to her work’: Bessie Moore 1859-1923, a career public servant
42 pp 81-96
Biography - Moorhouse

Steiner M
Matthew Moorhouse: a controversial colonist
31 pp 55-68

Biography - Moran

Faull J
Melrose and T W Moran
18 pp 143-146

Biography - Morice

Jones H
Lucy Spence Morice and Catherine Helen Spence: partners in South Australian social reform
11 pp 48-64

Biography - Murray

Edgeloe V A
Sir George Murray (1863-1942): His Public Community Career
19 pp 173-182

Biography - Naylor

Edgeloe V
Darnley Naylor and the League of Nations
20 pp 147-150

Edgeloe V A
Henry Darnley Naylor: Teacher, Scholar, Community Benefactor
24 pp 119-130

Biography - Nesbit

Loughlin G
Paris Nesbit, QC, Lawyer, Libertine and Lunatic
3 pp 49-67

Biography - Norman

Bishop G C
The Normans of Underdale: their role in the development of a suburb [includes wine industry]
32 pp 51-68

Biography - Pearson

Tregenza J
Committed Historians: Charles Pearson and Hugh Stretton
18 pp 13-17

Biography - Pike

Calvert J
Australia’s ‘quiet’ historian: Douglas Pike’s formation as a historian
40 pp 10-26

Biography - Pitts

Bell P
Edward Pitts and The Levels Estate
24 pp 102-118

Biography - Playford

Stock J T
Obituary: Dr John Drysdale Playford, OAM
32 pp 110-112

Biography - Portus

Thornton R
A Streak of Acting Ability: G V Portus – Educational Evangelist
16 pp 104-113

Biography - Purnell

Badger C
Three South Australian Librarians: Some Personal Recollections [H R Purnell, R J M Clucas, W H Ifould]
20 pp 105-124

Biography - Quarrell

Howell P A
Lois Quarrell: a notable mid-20th-century journalist and her impact
42 pp 29-42

Biography - Reade

Tregenza J
Charles Reade, 1880-1933: town planning missionary
9 pp 54-79

Biography - Robinson

Edgeloe V A
Three early Adelaide graduates of distinction [T H Beare 1859-1940, C C Farr, R L Robinson]
12 pp 76-89

Biography - Spence

Jones H
A Further Postscript to the Life of Catherine Helen Spence
16 pp 165-167

Jones H
A Postscript to the Life of Catherine Helen Spence
15 pp 82-92
Jones H
Lucy Spence Morice and Catherine Helen Spence: partners in South Australian social reform
11 pp 48-64

Magarey S
Catherine Helen Spence’s Journalism: Some Social Aspects of South Australian Life, by A Colonist of 1839 – C H Spence
41 pp 22-29

Wall B
Catherine Spence and the School Boards of Advice
28 pp 86-96

Biography - Stretton

Dare R
The Stretton Symposium: Social Science and Public Policy
18 pp 5-6

Inglis K S
Hugh Stretton’s University of Adelaide, 1954-56
18 pp 7-12

Tregenza J
Committed Historians: Charles Pearson and Hugh Stretton
18 pp13-17

Biography - Stuart

Carment D
‘What Splendid Country’: John McDouall Stuart and the Chambers Bay Coastal Plains
19 pp 135-143

Biography - Sym Choon

Sumerling P
The Sym Choons of Rundle Street
41 pp 80-88

Biography - Taylor

Saunders M
For Renmark and the South Australian Riverland: Harry Samuel Taylor and the Murray Pioneer, 1873-1932
23 pp 82-96

Biography - Thompson

Saunders M & Howell P A
Workers Champion or Bosses Stooge?: A B Thompson and the Australasian Society of Engineers in South Australia
38 pp 93-107

Biography - Todd

Abell L & Kinns R
‘Telegraph’ Todd and the Semaphore Time Ball
38 pp 42-57

Biography - Torrens

Moore P
‘Colonel Robert Torrens’ Some Bicentennial Observations
8 pp 68-83

Moore P
Fatal Letter: Robert Torrens and native title
40 pp 27-40

Biography - Tregenza

Gibbs R M
John Miller Tregenza 1931-1999
35 pp 18-27

Biography - Watson

Healey J
Putting Some Flesh on the Bones: Max Dreyssig 1850-1913
26 pp 21-38

Biography - Williams

Edgeloe V A
Three More Early Graduates of Distinction [R D Kleeman, G E M Jauncey, F E Williams]
13 pp 100-110

Biography - Wilton

Stevenson C
A voice for all times: Annie Martha (Gladstone) Wilton (1857-1932)
30 pp 81-90

Stevenson C
Sharply On The Watch: C R Wilton (1855-1927) – A Forgotten Journalist
25 pp 119-131

Biography - Woods

O’Brien R
Julian Tenison Woods in Asia: Mines and Missions
22 pp 49-61

Biography - Young

Edgeloe V A
Four Nineteenth Century Graduates [W E Cooke, W G Duffield, W Kingsmill & F W Young]
14 pp 137-148
Buildings - see also Prisons

Brasse L
Architecture: an expression of German culture
41 pp 45-64

Collins J, Ibels A & Garnaut C
Years of Significance: South Australian architecture and the Great War
33 pp 25-39

Garnaut C
Remodelling a Model: the Thousand Homes Scheme in Colonel Light Gardens
23 pp 5-35

Hilliard D
St Patrick’s Church, Grote Street, Adelaide: a short history
41 pp 30-44

Langmead D
Will the real Bill Ellenby please stand up?
30 pp 67-80

Lucke M
Why was Fort Glanville Built?
20 pp 136-146

Marsden S
Housing the Workers
16 pp 63-69

Maschmedt A
Ludlow House, 1840-50
8 pp 103-106

O’Sullivan K
Dinosaur or Delight? Late modern architectural heritage and the 1963 South Australian School of Art Building
34 pp 50-65

Payne P
‘This fairy palace’: the Palm House in Adelaide Botanic Garden
21 pp 91-104

Sinclair WA
Urban booms in nineteenth-century Australia: Adelaide and Melbourne
10 pp 3-14

Stacy B
‘A Mad Scramble’: Frank Emery Hurren, consulting structural engineer
33 pp 87-101

Stock H
Adelaide’s Quaker Meeting House
35 pp 111-124

Tregenza J
Colonel Light’s ‘Theberton Cottage’ and His Legacy to Maria Gandy: a Reconsideration of the Evidence
17 pp 5-24

Truran J
T H Lyon and his Adelaide Architectural Work
21 pp 49-71

Commemorative Events
- see also Royal Visits

McKeough C & Etherington N
Jubilee 50
12 pp 3-21

Commerce - see also Industry

Henning G R
R G Dun & Co: The Adelaide Connection
15 pp 93-109

Rollison K
Working Women in South Australia during World War II
16 pp 54-62

Sumerling P
The Sym Choons of Rundle Street
41 pp 80-88

Communication
- see also Newspapers

Abell L & Kinns R
‘Telegraph’ Todd and the Semaphore Time Ball
38 pp 42-57

Strawhan P
The Closure of Radio 5KA
16 pp 46-53

Culture
- see also Literature, Museums

Badger C
Three South Australian Librarians: Some Personal Recollections [H R Purnell, R J M Clucas, W H Ifould]
20 pp 105-124

Deacon D
Outlaw Fan: Judith Anderson, international star, grows up in Adelaide
40 pp 66-80
Finnimore C
The Pursuit of Taste. The early years of the South Australian Society of Arts
13 pp 30-44

Howell P A
The Adelaide College of Music and its Founder [J E Becker]
20 pp 5-37

O’Donnell V
‘... something of quality’: factors in the establishment of the South Australian Film Corporation
27 pp 44-59

Peoples J
Miss Patricia Hackett
25 pp 132-144

Reeves T
Playford, Dunstan, Bannon, and the Adelaide Festival of Arts 1960-1992
21 pp 105-119

Southcott J
Now the Labourer’s Task is O’er: Alexander Clark and the foundation of school music in South Australia
30 pp 24-38

Sumerling P
Sowing New Seed: A Question of Propriety [Reaction to William Orpen’s painting]
20 pp 125-135

Defence

Allen M
Salisbury in the Second World War
4 pp 65-75

Bartrop P
South Australia and the Nuremberg Trials: Perceptions of Inhumanity and Justice
22 pp 98-112

Bridge C
R G Casey’s contribution to Australian war policy, 1939 to 1942: some myths
9 pp 80-90

Cosmini-Rose D
Italians in the Civil Alien Corps in South Australia: the ‘forgotten’ enemy aliens
42 pp 43-52

Dickey B
The South Australian Economy in World War II
16 pp 22-29

Dickey B
The War Veterans Home Myrtle Bank 1915-2005
33 pp 5-24

Edgeloe V
Darnley Naylor and the League of Nations
20 pp 147-150

Garnaut C, Johnson P & Freestone R
The design of Woomera Village for the Long Range Weapons Project
30 pp 5-23

Harmstorf I
South Australia’s Germans in World War II
16 pp 30-37

Kaukas A
Images from Loveday: Internment in South Australia, 1939-1945
29 pp 47-57

Laffin J
‘Calling God Back to the Council Chambers’: An archbishop’s response to World War Two
35 pp 82-92

Lockwood C J
‘We are here to round up Nazis’: the military raid on Immanuel College and Seminary in World War Two
36 pp 75-90

Lucke M
Why was Fort Glanville Built?
20 pp 136-146

Manning G H
Alms Across the Sea – A Tale of Two Towns
27 pp 125-141

Martin R
The Torrens Island Internment Camp: law, history and the treatment of enemy aliens in South Australia in World War One
42 pp 53-70

Nagata Y
Japanese Internees at Loveday, 1941-1946
15 pp 65-81

Nursey-Bray P
Anti-Fascism and Internment: The Case of Francesco Fantin
17 pp 88-111

Rollison K
Working Women in South Australia during World War II
16 pp 54-62
Saunders M
Harry Taylor, the Murray Pioneer, and the Issue of German War Guilt 1905-26
26 pp 112-135

Saunders M
Opposition to the Vietnam War in South Australia, 1965-73
10 pp 61-71

Scarfe J
One South Australian Family’s Experience of World War Two: the Campbells of Anlaby
37 pp 76-97

Spizzica M
Italian Civilian Internment in South Australia Revisited
41 pp 65-79

Strawhan P
The Closure of Radio 5KA
16 pp 46-53

Thornton R
Practical Patriots: the work of the Cheer-up Society in South Australia 1914-1964
13 pp 45-56

Education

Badger C
Sir Keith Hancock: A Tribute from a Grateful Pupil
18 pp 18-27

Brice I
Reluctant Schoolmaster in a Voluntarist Colony: William Cawthorne’s Diary, 1842-44
25 pp 80-93

Burley S
Entrenched or Emancipated? Responses to Catholic Girls Secondary Schooling, South Australia, 1880-1930
26 pp 69-90

Campbell C
Inventing a Pioneering State High School: Adelaide High, 1908-1918
29 pp 5-20

Campbell C
Varieties of Youth Management and Disenchantment: Teenagers in the Post-war Secondary Schools of Unley and Mitcham
26 pp 91-111

Crocker W R
The University of Adelaide in the 1920s
3 pp 3-14

Dare R
The Stretton Symposium: Social Science and Public Policy
18 pp 5-6

Dowd C
The Adelaide Kindergarten Teachers College, 1907-1974
10 pp 72-83

Edgeloe V
Carnegie Benefactions
22 pp 122-131

Edgeloe V
The Carnegie Corporation and South Australia
21 pp 148-155

Pollock A J
The Pollock Letters 1850-52 [Letters to England by Andrew James Pollock]
24 pp 131-142

Description
- see also Environment, Places

Leighton S
A Visit to South Australia, 1868
5 pp 19-40

Linn R (ed)
Scenes of Early South Australia: the letters of Joseph Keynes of Keyneton 1839-1843
10 pp 44-60

McAndrew I F
Fresh Views of a Century Past
26 pp 147-154

Molger E
Mrs Ellen Molger’s Letter to Her Parents, 1840
4 pp 86-92

Monteath P
Erhard Eylmann in South Australia
41 pp 89-103

Pollock A J
The Pollock Letters 1850-52 [Letters to England by Andrew James Pollock]
24 pp 131-142
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Edgeloe V A
17 pp 134-151

Edgeloe V A
Three early Adelaide graduates of distinction [T H Beare 1859-1940, C C Farr, R L Robinson]
12 pp 76-89

Edgeloe V A
Three More Early Graduates of Distinction [R D Kleeman, G E M Jauncey, F E Williams]
13 pp 100-110

Inglis K S
Hugh Stretton’s University of Adelaide, 1954-56
18 pp 7-12

Jenkin J
The Australasian Home Reading Union: spectacular rise, precipitous fall
38 pp 58-72

Southcott J
Now the Labourer’s Task is O’er: Alexander Clark and the foundation of school music in South Australia
30 pp 24-38

Thornton R
‘A Streak of Acting Ability’: G V Portus – Educational Evangelist
16 pp 104-113

Tregenza J
Committed Historians: Charles Pearson and Hugh Stretton
18 pp 13-17

Truran J
Liberal Education for the Workers? The Workers Educational Association of South Australia 1917-1927
22 pp 62-81

Walker J
‘The Child in the Midst’: South Australian Baptist Sunday Schools circa 1900-1939
35 pp 50-63

Wall B
Catherine Spence and the School Boards of Advice
28 pp 86-96

Whitehead K
‘MRS. HILLIER begs to inform … the Public of Adelaide that she has opened a SCHOOL’: education in the early years of settlement in South Australia
42 pp 111-121

Whitehead K & Trethewey L
Edith Devitt, Domestic Science and Feminist Ideas in State Schools, 1910-1925
29 pp 85-94

Environment (Natural)

Bannon J
The Alienation of the Adelaide Parklands
14 pp 5-18

Bonython C W
Unravelling the Secrets of Arkaroo and Curdimurka: The Gammon Ranges and Lake Eyre over the Last 50 Years
26 pp 136-146

Dawes S
John Gould: Travels and Faunal Collections in South Australia
19 pp 78-107

Jolly B
The Afforestation Proposal for Kangaroo Island During World War One
42 pp 96-110
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20th Century Landscape Design in Adelaide: Three Significant Designers [E M Cornish, R S Hill & A Correy]
25 pp 35-57

Jones D
The Origins of the S A Woods & Forest [sic - should be plural] Department: The Forest Board 1875-1878
26 pp 39-54
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Brasse L
Architecture: an expression of German culture
41 pp 45-64
Cosmini-Rose D
Italians in the Civil Alien Corps in South Australia: the ‘forgotten’ enemy aliens
42 pp 43-52

Daly J A
Adolph Leschen: the ‘Father of Gymnastics’ in South Australia
10 pp 92-98

Foster H
The first Indians: the Bruce and Gleeson indentured labourers in nineteenth century South Australia
39 pp 21-30

Ganzis N
Hellenism in South Australia: Decline or Survival?
27 pp 76-102

Harmstorf I
Some Common Misconceptions About South Australia’s Germans
1 pp 42-49

Harmstorf I
South Australia’s Germans in World War II
16 pp 30-37

Harmstorf I
‘True Germans are Patriotic South Australians’: South Australian Germans Before 1918
17 pp 124-133
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Cousin Dai and Cousin Dilys? South Australia’s Nineteenth Century Welsh Heritage
27 pp 28-43

Lockwood C J
‘We are here to round up Nazis’: the military raid on Immanuel College and Seminary in World War Two
36 pp 75-90

Lonergan D
Place Names: a tool for finding the Irish in South Australia
37 pp 113-116

Nagata Y
Japanese Internnees at Loveday, 1941-1946
15 pp 65-81

Nance C
The Irish in South Australia during the colony’s first four decades
5 pp 66-73

Nursey-Bray P
Anti-Fascism and Internment: The Case of Francesco Fantin
17 pp 88-111

O’Connor D
From Crewman to Cabbie: A Profile of the First Italian Settler in South Australia
19 pp 8-25

O’Connor D
Viva il Duce: The Influence of Fascism on Italians in South Australia in the 1920s and 1930s
21 pp 5-24

Paterson R
The Cornish Heritage on Northern Yorke Peninsula: The Cousin Jenny Contribution
21 pp 136-147

Payne P
‘Grandmother came when the pig was to be killed’: the lives and contribution of German women pioneers
38 pp 25-41

Payton P
1848 and All That: early South Australia and the Cornish radical tradition
42 pp 17-28

Richards E
The Cornish Overseas, Philip Payton, Alexander Associates, Fowey, Cornwall, 1999
[Review Article]
28 pp 119-125

Richards E
The Highland Scots of South Australia
4 pp 33-64

Round K
The Tragic Tale of the South Australian German Historical Society
21 pp 25-48

Saunders M
Harry Taylor, the Murray Pioneer, and the Issue of German War Guilt 1905-26
26 pp 112-135

Schild M E
Early Lutheran Printed Books in South Australian Collections
19 pp 119-134

Spizzica M
Italian Civilian Internment in South Australia Revisited
41 pp 65-79
Woollacott A
South Australia and the Imperial World: connections to India and beyond, 1830s to 1860s
39 pp 11-20

York B
The Maltese in Adelaide during the Depression
16 pp 144-158

Exploration

Bourne J & Twidale R
Discovery and Naming of the Baxter Hills near Iron Knob, South Australia
29 pp 95-102

Brown A
Terra Australis or Terre Napoleon? Flinders, Baudin, and the Unknown Coast
28 pp 42-48

Carment D
‘What Splendid Country’: John McDouall Stuart and the Chambers Bay Coastal Plains
19 pp 135-143

Linn R
The Discovery and Settlement of the Fleurieu Peninsula and the Angas/Bremer Region
1802-1861
14 pp 51-66

Monteath P
The making of Matthew Flinders
30 pp 42-51
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Collins J, Lustri S, Bird L & Garnaut C
Civic Spaces for Children: playground design in twentieth century South Australia
38 pp 73-92

Geddes A & Hammond M
Agnes Nesbit Benham: Sexual Reform and Socialism in Adelaide
15 pp 110-123

Hodge D
Social Justice for Homosexual Citizens: assessing Don Dunstan’s advocacy work 1979-1999
40 pp 117-128

Howell P A
The genesis of an Australian icon: The Hills Hoist
35 pp 98-110

Jose J
The White Cross League and Sex Education in SA State Schools 1916-1929
24 pp 46-57

Nicol R
‘A Slanderous Parson and a Soaped Over Pauper Woman’: The Ultimate Fate of the Destitute in Colonial South Australia
17 pp 39-61

Pitman J
The Green and Gold Cookery Book: Women, faith, fetes, food and popular culture
35 pp 64-81

Raftery J
Gods Gift or Demon Drink? Churches and Alcohol in South Australia between the Two World Wars
15 pp 16-41

Sumerling P
Adelaide’s Lovers Lane: sex on the Park Lands in the twentieth century
34 pp 39-49

Sumerling P
Sowing New Seed: A Question of Propriety [Reaction to William Orpen’s painting]
20 pp 125-135

Forestry

Jolly B
The Afforestation Proposal for Kangaroo Island During World War One
42 pp 96-110

Jones D
The Origins of the SA Woods & Forest Department: The Forest Board 1875-1878
26 pp 39-54

Gardens

Hodgkinson R
Gardens and Gardening in Adelaide in the Nineteenth Century
19 pp 42-77

Jones D
20th Century Landscape Design in Adelaide: Three Significant Designers [E M Cornish, R S Hill & A Correy]
25 pp 35-57
Jones D
‘Autumn Tints’ in the Adelaide Hills: the Garden of ‘Wairoa’
28 pp 28-41

Jones D
Of ‘weeds and worms’: the role of John Dwight in advancing gardening in South Australia
31 pp 36-46

Jones D
The Cave Garden of Mount Gambier: the development of a garden within the city by the crater
27 pp 60-75

Payne P
‘This fairy palace’: the Palm House in Adelaide Botanic Garden
21 pp 91-104
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Bannon J C
The Knight of the Realm and the Friend of Labor: the contrasting careers of Sir John Downer and Charles Kingston
36 pp 8-23

Bridge C
R G Casey’s contribution to Australian war policy, 1939 to 1942: some myths
9 pp 80-90

Edwards P G
Dr Walter Henderson - A South Australian in charge of an Australian Foreign Office, 1924-1930
11 pp 3-14

Ellis J
‘The Pull-down Brigade’: The Conservative Campaign against the Village Settlements in 1895
19 pp 26-41

Fletcher P L
An Adelaide Woman of Interest: Agnes Milne, Inspector of Factories, 1896-1906
15 pp 54-64

Howell P A
Attracting Heavy Industry to South Australia, 1935-1941
16 pp 6-21

Howell P A
More Varieties of Vice-Regal Life
9 pp 1-53

Howell P A
Pursuing Further Varieties of Vice-Regal Life
17 pp 78-87

Howell P A
Varieties of Vice-Regal Life with special reference to the constitutional role of the governors of South Australia, 1890-1927
3 pp 15-48

Jennings R
‘Rex v Edwards’ A politician and the law
8 pp 92-98

Jennings R
Sectarianism as an election weapon: the Port Adelaide campaigns of 1927
10 pp 104-110

Jordan M
Quality Control in Twentieth Century South Australia
19 pp 144-164

Jose J
18 pp 119-134

Kilner D
The Labor Party and the Industrialisation of South Australia, 1935-1938
12 pp 44-59

Lonie J
Non-Labor during the Great Depression in South Australia
2 pp 30-45

Magarey S
Sex vs Citizenship: Votes for Women in South Australia
21 pp 72-90

Martin E & Bates N
The South Australian League of Women Voters and the Post-War Women’s Movement
24 pp 5-27

Munyard A
Governor MacDonnell and the Transition to Responsible Government in South Australia
5 pp 41-65

Pike D
The coming of responsible government to South Australia
35 pp 93-97
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Playford J
The myths of the Adelaide Club
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The Debate on the Commonwealth Takeover of the Northern Territory, 1910
41 pp 8-21

Rich D C
A Doomed Quest: The Commonwealth Aircraft Corporation and South Australian Industrialisation in the 1930s
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Robbins J R
The First Adelaide Corporation
13 pp 79-90

Saunders M
Studying Secrecy: Historians and The Movement in South Australia: 1945-57
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The Labor Party and the Industrial Groups in South Australia 1946-55: precluding the split
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40 pp 81-95
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11 pp 65-91
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31 pp 47-54
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7 pp 24-45
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An Historical Occasion: the launching of Sir Thomas Playford
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White K
Medical Professionalisation in Nineteenth Century South Australia
15 pp 130-142
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Durdin J
They also Signed the Petition: Nursing Pioneers of the 1890s
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Gifford P
Dr Handasyde Duncan
13 pp 91-99
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The Professional Midwife: Adelaide’s Destitute Asylum and midwifery in South Australia 1880-1900
42 pp 5-16
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Putting Some Flesh on the Bones: Max Dreyssig, 1850-1913
26 pp 21-38

Nicholson S
‘A Home From Home’: The Role of the Nurses’ Home in Post-war South Australian History
28 pp 70-85

Nicol R
‘A Slanderous Parson and a Soaped Over Pauper Woman’: The Ultimate Fate of the Destitute in Colonial South Australia
17 pp 39-61

Sumerling P
The Darker Side of Motherhood: abortion and infanticide in South Australia 1870-1910
13 pp 111-127
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Medical Professionalisation in Nineteenth Century South Australia
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Typhoid Fever: an outbreak at Encounter Bay in 1938
36 pp 69-74
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25 pp 5-17
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The Formation of the National Trust of South Australia
22 pp 5-31
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Samuels B
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18 pp 5-6
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35 pp 18-27
Howell P A
The Quest for Truth in History
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Inglis K S
Hugh Stretton’s University of Adelaide, 1954-56
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Monteath P
The making of Matthew Flinders
30 pp 42-51
Peel M
History, Change and the Future: teaching, writing, and dramatising the past
37 pp 8-21
Richards E
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1 pp 1-17
Roe J
‘I danced for the Queen’: exuberance and otherwise in regional history since the 1950s
34 pp 66-75
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The Celebration of the Past in South Australia, 1836 to 1920
25 pp 5-17
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The Formation of the National Trust of South Australia
22 pp 5-31
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The Tragic Tale of the South Australian German Historical Society
21 pp 25-48
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Gawler, ‘The Colonial Athens’, and South Australia’s first local history and first public museum
40 pp 41-52
Samuels B
South Australian Local Histories, 1836-1920
15 pp 124-129

Tregenza J
Committed Historians: Charles Pearson and Hugh Stretton
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Raftery J
Gods Gift or Demon Drink? Churches and Alcohol in South Australia between the Two World Wars
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‘The Anxieties and Miseries of Settling in a Strange Colony’: the emigration experiences of Jane and Thomas Fawcett
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Dr Handasyde Duncan
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Haines R & Shlomowitz R
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Kleinig M
‘We shall always bear a kind remembrance of them’: the shipboard organisation of single assisted female emigrants from the British Isles to South Australia 1870s to 1930
37 pp 41-60

Linn R
The Discovery and Settlement of the Fleurieu Peninsula and the Angas/Bremer Region 1802-1861
14 pp 51-66

Nance C
Making a better society? Immigration to South Australia 1836-1871
12 pp 104-122

Richards E
Yorke’s Peninsula and the British Diaspora
39 pp 48-64

Shlomowitz R
Nominated and Selected Government-assisted Immigration from the United Kingdom to Australia, 1848-1900
20 pp 151-155

Taylor-Neumann N
Country people welcoming refugees: asylum seekers in Murray Bridge 2001-2005
39 pp 110-121

Tregenza J
Immigrants and Innovation, 1880-1939
35 pp 9-17

Imperial Relations
Woollacott A
South Australia and the Imperial World: connections to India and beyond, 1830s to 1860s
39 pp 11-20
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Bell G A
South Australian Wine and the London Market
20 pp 38-89

Bell P
The Power of Respectful Remonstrance: The Wallaroo and Moonta Miners’ Strike of 1864
26 pp 55-68

Bell P
The Strange Tale of the Worthing Mine
32 pp 30-42

Bishop G C
The Normans of Underdale: their role in the development of a suburb [includes wine industry]
32 pp 51-68

Carter J M T & Cross R
Success and Failure: Earliest Attempts at the Commercial Smelting of the ‘Monster Mines’ Copper Ore in the Province of South Australia
25 pp 18-34

Chaput D
The Burra Burra question: to ship or to smelt?
12 pp 60-75
Davies M
Copper connections – Burra routes and transport: a matter of economics?
30 pp 52-66

Dickey B
The South Australian Economy in World War II
16 pp 22-29

Fletcher P L
An Adelaide Woman of Interest: Agnes Milne, Inspector of Factories, 1896-1906
15 pp 54-64

Gibbs R M
‘The Real Poseidon’ South Australians and the Golden Mile in the 1890s
4 pp 3-32
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5 pp 74-84
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Brewing at the South Australian Brewing Co Ltd 1946-55: meeting the challenges
34 pp 76-87

Henning G R
The ‘Discovery’ of Coal in South Australia, 1885
25 pp 94-106

Howell P A
Attracting Heavy Industry to South Australia 1935 -1941
16 pp 6-21

Howell P A
The genesis of an Australian icon: The Hills Hoist
35 pp 98-110

Jolly B
South Australia’s early Ligurian beekeeping – and a lingering Kangaroo Island fable
32 pp 69-81

Jordan M
Quality Control in Twentieth Century South Australia
19 pp 144-164

Kilner D
The Labor Party and the Industrialisation of South Australia, 1935-1938
12 pp 44-59

Knight R
Australia’s Sugar Industry in Regional and Historical Perspective [A Review Article of A Graves, Cane and Labour: The Political Economy of the Queensland Sugar Industry, Edinburgh University Press, 1993]
22 pp 132-135

Linn R
George Fife Angas: On Mining Operations
6 pp 55-66

Payton P
1848 and All That: early South Australia and the Cornish radical tradition
42 pp 17-28

Rankine B
Beginning of Wine Research in Australia and the Role of the Waite Institute
33 pp 113-119

Rich D C
A Doomed Quest: The Commonwealth Aircraft Corporation and South Australian Industrialisation in the 1930s
18 pp 94-118
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Working Women in South Australia during World War II
16 pp 54-62

Tolley J H
Stewed Cockatoo and a Glass of Grenache: an investigation of some women in the wine industry of the Barossa Valley 1839-2003
32 pp 82-94

Tolley J H
The First Commercial Wine Vineyard Planted in South Australia
42 pp 71-80

Wanna J
The Motor Vehicle Industry in South Australia to 1945
13 pp 139-144

Wells R
Early Mining in the Adelaide Hills
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_Cashen J_
Masters and Servants in South Australia, 1837-1860
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Rex v Edwards: Comment
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_Chamberlain R R St C_
Rex v Edwards: Comments
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_Clyne R_
At war with the natives: from the Coorong to the Rufus, 1841
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Rex v Edwards: Comments
10 pp 111-116
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A Nobbler at Blazes Well: The Policing of Alcohol in the Marree-Birdsville Track District
24 pp 28-45

_Hood D_
Adelaide’s First ‘Taste of Bolshevism’: Returned Soldiers and the 1918 Peace Day Riots
15 pp 42-53

_Howe P A_
18 pp 147-153

_Jennings R_
Rex v Edwards A politician and the law
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_Jose J_
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Paris Nesbit, QC, Lawyer, Libertine and Lunatic
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The Darker Side of Motherhood: abortion and infanticide in South Australia 1870-1910
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Rex v Edwards: Comments
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The Servant’s Wages: Malacky Martin and the Salt Creek Murder
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23 pp 51-69

_Butters P_
‘Where a youth dreamed dreams’: C J Dennis’s early days in South Australia
34 pp 26-38
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4 pp 93-102

_Samuel B_
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40 pp 41-52
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South Australian Local Histories, 1836-1920  
15 pp 124-129
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Early Lutheran Printed Books in South Australian Collections  
19 pp 119-134
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**Jones P**
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Samuels B
Gawler, ‘The Colonial Athens’, and South Australia’s first local history and first public museum  
40 pp 41-52

**Stacy B**
The Pichi Richi Railway  
16 pp 127-143

**Sumerling P**
Sowing New Seed: A Question of Propriety [Reaction to William Orpen’s painting]  
20 pp 125-135
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**Bartrop P**
South Australia and the Nuremberg Trials: Perceptions of Inhumanity and Justice  
22 pp 98-112

**Cockburn S**
Looking Back with a Light Heart  
20 pp 97-104

**Howell P A**
Lois Quarrell: a notable mid-20th-century journalist and her impact  
42 pp 29-42

**Magarey S**
Catherine Helen Spence’s Journalism: Some Social Aspects of South Australian Life, by A Colonist of 1839 – C H Spence  
41 pp 22-29

**Manuel D**
‘Roads not taken’ Some minor concerns of Adelaide’s newspapers at the mid-nineteenth century  
8 pp 84-91

**Saunders M**
For Renmark and the South Australian Riverland: Harry Samuel Taylor and the Murray Pioneer, 1873-1932  
23 pp 82-96

**Saunders M**
Harry Taylor, the Murray Pioneer, and the Issue of German War Guilt, 1905-26  
26 pp 112-135
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**Stevenson C**
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Sharply On The Watch: C R Wilton (1855-1927) - A Forgotten Journalist  
25 pp 119-131
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**Abell L & Knight R**
‘So Like Home’: Angus Maclaine (1799-1877) sheep farmer and sojourner in South Australia  
33 pp 40-55

**Bell P**
Edward Pitts and The Levels Estate  
24 pp 102-118

**Dawes S C**
Captain John Finnis. The expansion of the pastoral industry in South Australia.  
12 pp 90-103

**MacGillivray L**
‘We Have Found Our Paradise’: the South East Squattocracy, 1840-1870  
17 pp 25-38

**Warburton E**
Price Maurice’s Angora Goats  
4 pp 76-85

**Williams E**
Living in Two Worlds: Mid-North Pastoralists and their Families in the 1860s  
1 pp 18-23
Place Names - see also Places

**Bourne J & Twidale R**
Discovery and Naming of the Baxter Hills near Iron Knob, South Australia
29 pp 95-102

**Lonergan D**
Place Names: a tool for finding the Irish in South Australia
37 pp 113-116
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**Bonython C W**
Unravelling the Secrets of Arkaroo and Curdimurka: The Gammon Ranges and Lake Eyre over the Last 50 Years
26 pp 136-146

**Collins M**
South Australian Towns: Their Services and Functions
18 pp 66-74

**Denholm T**
Paradise Postponed: The Story of the Failure of South Australian Country Towns
18 pp 37-50

**Ellis J**
‘The Pull-down Brigade’: The Conservative Campaign against the Village Settlements in 1895
19 pp 26-41

**Fergie D & Lucas R**
A Nobbler at Blazes Well: The Policing of Alcohol in the Marree-Birdsville Track District
24 pp 28-45

**Garnaut C**
Making Modern (River) Towns: town planning and the expansion of the Upper Murray irrigation area
31 pp 69-84

**Hood D**
Elites in South Australian Country Towns
18 pp 51-65

**Linn R**
The Discovery and Settlement of the Fleurieu Peninsula and the Angas/Bremer Region
1802-1861
14 pp 51-66

**Paterson R**
The Cornish Heritage on Northern Yorke Peninsula: The Cousin Jenny Contribution
21 pp 136-147

**Richards E**
Yorke’s Peninsula and the British Diaspora
39 pp 48-64

**Saunders M**
For Renmark and the South Australian Riverland: Harry Samuel Taylor and the Murray Pioneer, 1873-1932
23 pp 82-96

**Tolley J H**
Stewed Cockatoo and a Glass of Grenache: an investigation of some women in the wine industry of the Barossa Valley 1839-2003
32 pp 82-94

**Walsh K**
The Diary of Ten Holiday Makers [Bridgewater/Adelaide Hills]
39 pp 95-109

**Wells R**
Early Mining in the Adelaide Hills
2 pp 46-63
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**Bannon J**
The Alienation of the Adelaide Parklands
14 pp 5-18

**Butters P**
Ada Street, Adelaide: a history
37 pp 98-112

**Hammond L**
Class and Control: social reform in the West End of Adelaide in the early twentieth century
31 pp 5-17

**Hilliard D**
St Patrick’s Church, Grote Street, Adelaide: a short history
41 pp 30-44

**Hilliard D L**
The City of Churches. Some Aspects of Religion in Adelaide about 1900
8 pp 3-30

**Klenke A**
For Show or Comfort? A history of Victoria Square
28 pp 97-104

**Mosler D**
Patterns of Assimilation: Jews in Seattle and Adelaide from European Settlement to the 1990s
25 pp 58-79
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Tregenza J  
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Martin R  
The Torrens Island Internment Camp: law, history and the treatment of enemy aliens in South Australia in World War One  
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Bishop G C
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32 pp 51-68
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anon
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7 pp 70-72
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Nagata Y
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